
　

SYO-spot006

Multilingual Tools: Website (parts in

English)

Free Wifi: Not available

Adult 210 JPY, Child 100 JPY

* Discount for groups of more than

15 people

Available on grounds

1850 Noma Ko, Shodoshima-cho, Shozu-

gun

0879-82-0047

http://moritakk.com/know_enjoy/shoyukan/

9:00-16:00 *July 20 - August 31, October

16 - November 30 open until 16:30

Available  *Can accommodate large

buses

October 15, New Year holidays,

periodic holidays

* Entrance only by reservation

January 4 - end-February week

days

Lat 34.486319 Lon 134.320891

MARUKIN SHOUYU KINENKAN (Shodoshima)

 Introduction  Map Info

The location can be checked on a map

online by entering the lat-lon coordinates

into a smart phone connected to the

Internet.

Marukin Soy Sauce Kinenkan 
Introducing the secret to traditional soy sauce making 

マルキン醤油記念館

 Facility Info

Nearby

Facilities

Approx. 70 minutes from Takamatsu

Harbo on ferry bound for Sakaide Harbor.

Approx. 3 minutes from Sakaide Harbor

by taxi. Approx. 60 minutes from

Takamatsu Harbor on ferry bound for

Kusakabe Harbor. Approx. 10 minutes

from Kusakabe Harbor by taxi.

Takamatsu Airport

Airport Limousine Bus available

Approx. 45 minutes from Takamatsu Airport

to JR Takamatsu Station. Approx. 5 minute

walk to Takamatsu Harbor.

Approx. 70 minutes from Takamatsu Harbor

on ferry bound for Sakaide Harbor. Approx.

3 minutes from Sakaide Harbor by taxi.

Approx. 60 minutes from Takamatsu Harbor

on ferry bound for Kusakabe Harbor.

Approx. 10 minutes from Kusakabe Harbor

by taxi.

Ref

30 - 90 minutes

All year

Ni-ju-shi-no-Hitomi Eiga-mura SYO-spot005 / Nakabu-an KAG-some002 Shodoshima

Tukudani-no-Eki  Setoyo Kokorozashi  KAG-food002

　This hall is located next to a soy

sauce factory, one of Shodoshima’s

famous products. The building is in the

traditional Japanese ‘gasshozukuri’,

and is registered as a national tangible

cultural heritage.

   Inside, there is explanation of the

history of soy sauce and the traditional

ways of producing it. There is a huge

wooden barrel that was actually used in

soy sauce production. Pass through the

Okoga Tunnel (Big Barrel Tunnel), and

you will find yourself in a room with a

display of traditional tools used. This

display will familiarize you with soy

sauce, especially through the

‘bojimeshiki-assakuki’(used for pressing

the soy sauce) and the ‘koji-muro’(yeast

room).

   In the shopping area inside the hall,

you can try the locally famous Soy

Sauce Soft-serve Icecream, which is an

original product made from soy sauce

meticulously extracted from the

fermenting facility. The taste is slightly

reminiscent of caramel!

Recommended Season

Indoor/OutdoorIndoor (partially outdoor)

 Access and Main Routes

Sakaide Harbor / Kusakabe Harbor 

Time Required

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association 


